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+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Accessories
+ Adapter for s5-interface

+ V24-adapter

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Programming of S7-PLCs via LAN

S7-PLC with PPI, MPI, Profibus connection, but data should be read/written via network?

 Ethernet-CP cannot be used because of the effort (hardware-configuration), price, space
in the rack, availability. Plug S7-LAN-module/MPI-LAN-cable into a free bus-connector,
assign the IP-address and the PLC can be reached via the network. There is no need to
invest any more effort. The adapter can be parameterized via an integrated web-server or a
configuration-tool. No changes to the S7-PLC are necessary to operate the adapter. 
 The adapter can also be used to implement PUT/GET-connections to other controls, but
the PLC-program must be changed for this. Other PLCs can just as well read/write data
from this controller via PUT/GET; nothing needs to be changed in the PLC program. 
 Automation very easy: Connect, parameterize and work.

Logged data to FTP-server

Do you need the logged data not locally but on your site? Then just turn on recording on
an FTP-server and the data is stored. You can then immediately read and process this data.



Variable-chart without Step7-programming package

You would like to give your customer the opportunity to read current numbers of the
manufacturing Online, without installing a visualisation or even the STEP7-package?
Then a S7-LAN with the option Status Variable" is needed, and your customer can take a
look at these password protected data on a site of the integrated webserver.

Integrated dhcp-server

You use your PC in your company network with DHCP, so you dont have to care the
everlasting setting of the ip-address. No problem, ALF also can be configured as a
DHCP-server and assigns you accessing to the device via LAN or WLAN an ip-address
from a predefined address range.



Secure access through VPN

Secure connection via network or internet or via modem-line with VPN? 
 The TeleRouter fulfills all of these requirements. It contains an engine for VPN,
regardless of whether a server or a client is required. Configuration of the VPN-engine
and the device in general via the integrated web-server.
 A corresponding VPN-client for Windows can be downloaded free of charge as an
installation-script from the download-page.

Remote maintenance / telecontrol of PLC

The access to the connected PLC with the Siemens TS-software or PG-2000 including
TS-option results of coupling via Analogue-, ISDN- (only with AB-adapter) as well as
GSM-line.


